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Problem Statement

?How might we promote comprehension and 
minimize confusion without disrupting the 
flow of MDMs?
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Participant Profiles
We recruited 4 designers and 1 engineer in tech companies through personal connections. 
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03Findings
Structured Conversation

● P2 and P3 lack of trust in AI solutions such as 
autotranscription. 

● People learn and communicate in different ways. Only 
allowing one way to structure the conversation is not 
realistic (P2, P3, P5)

● Reading and organizing transcriptions of one’s own words 
is challenging during meetings.

Findings

“

“
Conversations are not linear in meetings - they’re 
really organic. 

P2, Designer
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Conversation Timeline

● Self-documentation can distribute accountability to each 
individual and thus can be useful in the future. 

● Decisions are chained and contingent. One decision made 
on a meeting might be changed in later meetings.

● Some decisions can’t be made during meetings since PMs 
need to check other constraints after meetings. 

Findings

“

“
There should be a centralized way of knowing 
accountability in case someone forgets what they’ve 
said several hours or days ago.

P3, Designer
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Collaborative Glossary

● It might be a useful onboarding tool for new-hires. (P5) 
● The development of glossary might happen within a team 

and not just in meetings. (P2)
● It might overlap with company’s internal wiki. (P4)
● If every definition is published without any control, the 

glossary might become distracting during meetings. (P2)

Findings

“

“
You need a governor. Who’s owning this tool?

P2, Designer
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Interactive Slides

● In MDMs, free-form whiteboarding is often used to 
communicate across disciplines, especially at the early 
stage of a product cycle. Slide decks are for “town hall 
meetings.”

● Interjecting with questions is valuable to some participants 
and nerve racking to some others.

Findings

“

“
I can see this useful in a large conference, where 
people don’t always have access to the slides.

P1, Designer
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Question Marker

● Holding questions to the end is beneficial for large-scale, 
company-wide meetings. (P3)

● Seeing questions appear while content is being presented 
can be disruptive.

● Audio recording can be useful but replaying might be 
time-consuming and unnecessary during meetings. Visual 
context isn’t as disruptive.

Findings

“

“
My questions don’t occur immediately; I might listen 
for 30 seconds and ask: how does that connect to 
what you just said?

P5, Software Engineer
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Interactive Timeline

1. In an MDM, an engineer is presenting his 
thoughts through whiteboarding. 

2. After some talking in the room, Monica wants 
to mark something as a decision. She hits the 
decision button.



Interactive Timeline

3. The system shows a list of sentences 
recorded and autotranscribed shortly before 
Monica hits “Decision.” Monica selects the right 
one. 

4. Monica marks herself as “Relevant People.” 
She sees that Lily has marked herself as relevant 
in this incident too.



Interactive Timeline

5. At the end of the meeting, the manager wraps 
up with a screen that documents all of the 
decisions they’ve made in the meeting.

6. Everyone in the room sees decisions and their 
accountability. Lily learns that she should talk to 
Monica after the meeting since they mark 
themselves as relevant in the same decision.



Interactive Timeline

7. After the meeting, John can’t remember the 
context of one decision yet he might need to 
change something. He checks the timeline 
archives.

8. John locates the decision moment, and sees 2 
minutes of auto transcriptions. He can also 
replay the audio of that moment.



Benefits:

● Capture important moments

○ Decision

○ Actionable item

○ Notes

● Generate post-meeting references

● Promote a shared context

● Testify disagreements/agreements

Interactive Timeline

Features:

● Self-Document decisions based on 

voice-to-text transcriptions

● Distribute decisions/actionable items 

to relevant people

● Make decisions chained (potential)


